CollabNet ScrumWorks® Pro was created from the ground up to address the challenges of Agile development in the enterprise. It is an inclusive, integrated, and flexible platform for software development, and, like Scrum itself, is intuitive and streamlined. ScrumWorks Pro increases project transparency, encourages collaboration, and reduces management overhead. It's an empowering combination that yields higher product quality, reduces project risk and lowers development costs. ScrumWorks Pro combines full support for Scrum and Kanban to yield higher product quality, reduce project risk and lower development cost.

ScrumWorks Pro is an important part of CollabNet's strategy to enable enterprises to exploit the benefits of Agile development. With its integration to CollabNet TeamForge®, customers can leverage an end-to-end Agile Applications Lifecycle Management (Agile ALM) platform to supercharge distributed software development. This integration allows users to view and modify scrum assets, enhancing team-wide collaboration. ScrumWorks Pro artifacts, such as sprints, backlog items, tasks, releases and themes, can be linked with source code, wiki entries, email messages, bugs and other artifacts in the TeamForge platform, enabling traceability and advanced search capabilities.

Key Benefits

- **Accelerates Agile Adoption**: An intuitive, drag-and-drop interface lets users focus on their tasks in both Kanban and Scrum, while reinforcing the principles of Agile development.
- **Delivers Controlled Flexibility**: Allows teams, product owners and stakeholders the flexibility to manage agile projects at the program, product, release and task levels.
- **Enhances Team Collaboration**: Contains rich collaboration capabilities such as team taskboards and email notifications which increase project transparency and collaboration.
- **Improves Visibility**: Extensive reporting, forecasting and analytic capabilities keep a project’s Return on Investment (ROI) always front-and-center. Takes the guesswork out of release planning.
- **Works in your Environment**: Designed to work within your organization’s existing infrastructure. Integrates with a wide variety of popular development tools and platforms including CollabNet TeamForge.
- **Fine Grained Security**: Role-based access with read-only publishing increases project transparency, collaboration and ease of administration. Includes both a rich desktop client and a light web-based client for anywhere access.
Specifications

Server Operating Systems:
• Windows XP, Vista, 7, Server 2003, Server 2008
• Mac OS X 10.5.2 + 64-bit with Apple Java 6
• Linux (any distribution) with Oracle JDK 6

Server Hardware minimums:
• Dual processor
• 2GB RAM; 700MB disk space, plus room for database

Client Operating Systems
• Windows XP, Windows Vista, Windows 7
• Linux with the KDE window manager
• Mac OS X 10.5.2+

Client Web Browsers
• Mozilla Firefox 3.6 and higher
• Safari 5.0 and higher
• Google Chrome 9 and higher
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 7 and higher
• All browsers must be JavaScript enabled

Client Hardware requirements:
• 256 MB of RAM
• 150 MB of disk space.

Scrumworks Pro Key Features

Program Management
ScrumWorks Pro delivers enterprise functionality for defining and managing budgets, milestones and feature goals (Epics) across multiple product backlogs. This delivers a flexible way to more accurately model work within the largest, most complex development environments.

Release Planning
The Program Release Planner view presents the high-level status of the entire program release, organizing work by epic, then product. Users can track the progress of component products within a single view and forecast release dates for programs based on empirical data.

Full support for Scrum and Kanban.

Release Forecasting
Burnup and Burndown reports are based on empirical progress and help product owners and teams predict and manage release dates with greater accuracy.

Custom Status Fields and Workflow
Custom states for work items can be defined, giving teams more visibility into the project status by providing a more granular description of the work items in the workflow process. A workflow for work items can be implied from early requirements all the way through acceptance/done. This feature helps teams focus on the flow of backlog items through the development process, customizing as needed.
Advanced Reporting and Analytics

ScrumWorks Pro provides a wide variety of reports for tracking progress at the program, product, sprint and team level which include Epic Budget Progress analysis, Estimated vs. Actual and Original Task Estimates, and many more. As a result, development leaders can manage projects by with detailed empirical data, rather than on the basis of best guess or hunches. Products are delivered on time, on target and with better quality.

Agile Services

When it comes to transforming an enterprise into an efficient Agile machine, products like ScrumWorks Pro are often only part of the equation. CollabNet has helped thousands of organizations upgrade the performance of their teams with Agile Training and Coaching, Agile Transformation Services, and Product Training and Integration Services. These are key enablers that expedite the transformation of an organization across individual teams, workgroups and entire enterprises. See www.collab.net/AgileTraining for information.

Implementing Enterprise Cloud Development with CollabNet

As the pioneering leader in ALM solutions, CollabNet offers you a proven, powerful and scalable platform that lets you gain the greatest results in distributed software development. With a reliable, high-performance environment to drive your success, CollabNet’s integrated products meet your toughest development demands without fail.

Learn more at www.collab.net/products/scrumworks.

Customer Testimonials

“ScrumWorks immediately appealed to me because it gave me a clear picture of my project. The Web reports and the ability to reprioritize and reorganize with drag-and-drop were both clearly valuable, but the user interface’s single-screen view of the entire project was the real selling point.”

- David Pumphrey, Cimarex Energy

Contact Us

Corporate Headquarters
4000 Shoreline Court, Suite 300
South San Francisco, CA 94080
United States
Phone: +1 (650) 228-2500
Toll Free: +1 (888) 778-9793

Topics trending now

Many of the latest technology announcements have implications for PaaS and cloud development that will serve agile businesses everywhere.

- Enterprise Cloud Development, www.collab.net/ecd
- Continuous Integration, www.collab.net/getci
- 5 Things your Development Team need to be doing now, www.collab.net/5things

About CollabNet

CollabNet is a leading provider of Enterprise Cloud Development and Agile ALM products and services for software-driven organizations. With more than 10,000 global customers, the company provides a suite of platforms and services to address three major trends disrupting the software industry: Agile, DevOps and hybrid cloud development. Its CloudForge® development-Platform-as-a-Service (dPaaS) enables cloud development through a flexible platform that is team friendly, enterprise ready and integrated to support leading third party tools. The CollabNet TeamForge® ALM, ScrumWorks® Pro project management and SubversionEdge source code management platforms can be deployed separately or together, in the cloud or on-premise. CollabNet complements its technical offerings with industry leading consulting and training services for Agile and cloud development transformations. Many CollabNet customers improve productivity by as much as 70 percent, while reducing costs by 80 percent.

For more information, please visit www.collab.net.